Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: Pfizer reached an agreement with the US government to produce 100 million
doses of COVID-19 vaccine for $1.95 billion, once approved. The US govt can acquire 500 million additional
doses as part of the agreement. This headline along with other positive vaccine data points has US equity
markets extending this impressive rally. Washington is still divided on the next stimulus package. Investors
continue to shrug off concerns about the deterioration in relations between the US and China. Tesla reports
after the bell today (stock is up an amazing +274% YTD). If the company turns a profit, this would meet a
point for addition to the S&P 500. Crude inventory data is out at 10:30am. I’ll continue to point out that the
10-yr yield keeps dropping as equity markets rise. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -5.50 10-Yr Yield: 0.59%.
CORE Headlines:
 US orders China to close its diplomatic consulate in Houston. China says it will retaliate and was
burning documents before this decision.-NYT
 Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) wants the Trump administration to take a harder line on China and wants
Chinese companies that do not meet auditing standards to be banned from US stock exchanges.Reuters
 Fourteen people were shot near a Chicago funeral home as President Trump is preparing to send in
federal troops to curb the street violence problem in the city.-WaPo
 Some retailers say that New York City has become the worst place in America to do business as stores
in NJ and PA are recovering faster.-NYP (I’m sure DeBlasio has it under control.)
 Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell said he supports a new round of direct payments to American
families, saying the US jobs market needs “another shot of adrenaline,” paving the way for a possible
compromise with Democrats over new fiscal stimulus package.-FT
 US secretary of state Mike Pompeo spoke to a number of hawkish UK lawmakers and is calling on
Britain to join a “broad alliance” to push back on China’s actions and impose sanctions on Chinese
officials responsible for the oppression of Muslim Uighurs.-FT
 Recent estimates suggest the new coronavirus is deadlier than the seasonal flu, though not as lethal
as Ebola, but Covid-19 is killing more people than a number of deadlier diseases in part because it is
more infectious.-WSJ
 A Senate Republican proposal on the next coronavirus relief package would include $70B for K-12
schools, with half that amount reserved for schools that reopen fully for in-person instruction, and
earmark another $30B for colleges and universities.-WSJ
 Apple announced it plans to be carbon neutral by 2030—it will reduce emissions by 75 percent and
develop carbon-removal solutions for the remaining 25% of its output.-WSJ
 Twitter, bruised by a hack last week that compromised the accounts of high-profile users, may have
to account for a different embarrassment when it reports earnings to investors on Thursday: paltry ad
revenue. -Reuters
 United Airlines said it is extending face mask requirements to all of its airport areas across the world
starting on July 24 and tightening exemptions to only cover children under the age of two. -Reuters
 Starbucks announced Tuesday it will update its loyalty program and app this fall, providing customers
with more ways to pay and earn points toward free drinks, food, and other items.-USA (Drive-thru
lane by my house was packed yesterday. I thought they were giving away free coffee it was so
crowded. Who waits in line for 10 minutes to spend $6 on a coffee/latte?)
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The number of people infected with the coronavirus in different parts of the US was anywhere from
two to 13 times higher than the reported rates for those regions, according to data released Tuesday
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.-NYT
The Trump campaign is spending millions on ads that promote a dark and exaggerated portrayal of
Democratic-led cities such as Portland, were federal troops are harassing protesters, a tactic that
reinforces his “law and order’’ campaign message.-NYT
America’s wealthiest tech billionaires are faring extraordinarily well six months into a historic
pandemic, posing a striking contrast with the fate of other Americans during the worst economic
downturn since the Great Depression.-Recode (This makes it easier for them to lecture us on how we
should pay more taxes and reduce carbon emmissions.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Atlantic: Colleges are getting ready to blame their students as campuses get set to reopen
https://bit.ly/3fRs84c
 Undark: Does your child really need braces? https://bit.ly/32HiA8g (Orthodontists may be a cult and
we’re all brainwashed.)
 The Ringer: MLB preseason power rankings https://bit.ly/30yuLl3
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
The S&P 500 has erased all of the 2020 losses and is now up on the year. Small-cap stocks continue to
lag.

The speed of this rebound has been remarkable.
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Half the stocks in the S&P 500 are lagging the index by over 10%. Only 22% of the members are
outperforming by more than 10%. Such divergence is highly unusual.

Source: Hugo Ste-Marie, Portfolio & Quantitative Strategy Global Equity Research, Scotia Capital

Nasdaq's market cap has surpassed the EU's GDP.
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Source: Deutsche Bank Research, @lisaabramowicz1

Here is the Google search frequency for "tech stocks."

Source: @LizAnnSonders, @Google

Hedge funds' stock picks have been outperforming the market.
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But retail investors' favorite stocks are beating hedge funds. Retail is now the smart money?
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Private equity deal volume has been subdued relative to last year.
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Global venture deals have been slowing as well.
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Public pensions have been boosting their allocations to real estate. I hope they aren’t in office real
estate.
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Gold continues to rally.
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And silver is soaring.
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US milk futures are at multi-year highs.

US home price appreciation has accelerated.
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Source: AEI Housing Center

Electric vehicle sales:
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

The cost of delaying college:

Source: Liberty Street Economics; Read full article

Retail space asking rents in Manhattan:
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Source: @business; Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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